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APPLICATION OF SECTOR SCANNING SONAR TE70 THE MAPPING OF GRANULAR RESOUBEAUFORT SHELF USING SEA-IGEAS A SURVEYPLA T F O M
McQuest Marine Research & Development Company Limited was contracted by Steve Blasco,
Geological Survey of Canada, Atlantic, to replay and filter Beaufort Sea sector scanning sonar images in an
attempt to enhance resolution, enable discriminationbetween the under ice morphology from the bottom
characteristics, and enhance field techniques for the adaptation of sector scanning sonar to through the ice
profiling and scanning for the determination of a mapping of seabed granular resources.

BACKGROUND
An Imagenex 330 kHz Sector Scanning Sonar was lowered through a hole in the ice platform.
The transducer rotated and collected sonar image data which wasdisplayed in real time on a colour video
monitor. Selected scans were stored by recording the sonar signals on a Digital Audio Tape (DAT)
recorder for further analysis. The sonar transducer was loweredusing a rope to the sea floor to determine
the water depth and was then raised "several metres".From discussions with the operational crew, it was
determined that the usual distance was 2 to 3 metres. Following the operation in the polar mode, a bracket
assembly was attached and thetransducer repositioned in a profiling mode in order to determine the under
ice characteristics, (ridges etc.) and the seabed bathymetry and morphology.
EQUIPMENT
The Imagenex 330 kHz underwater scanning head has a range of 200+ metres and consists of a
fan beam transducer with a vertical beamwidth of 45" and a horizontal beamwidth of 1.9". (See Figure 1)
When the transducer unit is mounted vertically, the centreline of the sonar beam is parallel to the sea floor.
(See Figure 2a and 2b) The stepper motor steps the transducer around the vertical axis, thus providing a
polar scan. (The type of image displayed is called a Plan Position Indicator (PPI) Display). If a change in
bottom type or morphology is encountered, it reflects the acoustic signal back to the transducer where it is
converted into an electrical pulse and the signal is processed, displayed and stored, either as a DAT tape
record of the sonar signal, or as a digital image (.PCX format). The resolution of the colour monitor
display is dependent upon the range selected for the display. As an example, each pixel on the displayed
image corresponds to approximately 10.5 cm x 10.5 cm when the range is set for 20 metres.
ACOUSTIC CONSIDERATIONS
An acoustic pulse which impinges on a horizontal surface will be reflected back to the source
under certain conditions. If we drawan analogy to optics, a light beam will reflect from a flat horizontal
glass surface; beams 1 and 2 on Figure 3. At a certain angle 8, the light beam enters the glass and is not
reflected, (beam 3), and at a shallower angle the light beam is refracted as in beam 4. The critical angle is
dependent upon the optical differences of the mediumof transmission and theglass medium. In the case of
an acoustic pulse, if the angle is less than0 critical, then the acoustic pulse will not reflect back to the
transducer. As a rule of thumb, for every metre the transducer is above the bottom, the acoustic pulse will
still be reflected back to the transducer up to a distance of 10 to 15 metres. If a transducer is mounted 2
metres above the bottom, we would not anticipate receiving a return signal at a distance greater than 15
metres; i.e. the rangeof the sonar is 10 to 15 times theheight of the transducer above the bottom. (This
corresponds to an angle of 3.8" to 5.7".) Because of the fan shaped acoustic beam, objects in the beam
which are located the same distance away from the transducer, could be at the top of the beam, or at the
bottom of the beam, and their image could not be resolved. (See Figure 4). In the case of the under ice
imaging, the top object would be the underside of the ice, while thebottom object would bethe seabed.
REPLAY OF BEAUFORT SEA DATA
The data supplied on DAT tapes was replayedthrough McQuest 's Imagenex Processor, in order to
observe the replayed real-time images andcompare them to the processed andprinted images contained in
the report from the field work. Since the transducer was lowered into the water using a rope, any change
in direction of the sonar head rotation induced a torque in the rope. Change of sonar head rotation

direction can be initiated by the Processor/Controllerduring the collection of the data and also when the
head steps to the 0" / 360" transition point. If the transducer was stepping in a clockwise direction, for
example, the torque would be taken up by rotation of the rope in the counter-clockwise direction. As soon
as the transducer reversed direction, the torque taken up in therope would be released thus rotating the
transducer in an anti-clockwise direction (the direction in whichit is nowstepping) causing a smearing of
the acoustic data, until the torque and rotation is takenup in the rope again. (A single point target will
appear as anarc.) The smear evident on the records was variable, perhaps due to the freezing of the rope,
and averaged over approximately 10'. At lOOm range, a single pixel would be smeared over an arc of
approximately 34 pixels, or 18 metres. (The screen resolution used to display the sonar data is 480 pixels
by 400 pixels. Depending on the range selected, there are 38 pixels used to represent each range circle. At
100 metre range, 38 pixels corresponds to 20 metres.) Because the display is refreshed by the data from
the rotating beam, this smear of data is always present on the images, usually displayed near the transition
sweep. If the rotation rate is reduced the effect of the smear is reduced. (See Recommendations)
Because the sonar data of the underside of the ice wasmixed with the sonar returns from the sea
floor, (see following section), it wasspeculated that it may be possible to filter out the ice reflection data
because it may have a higher frequency return. The sonar signal recorded on the DAT tape is already a
processed signal, i.e. the 330 kHz signal has been detected and converted to an audio signal which can be
recorded on the DAT recorder. Any filtering attempts to remove one set of reflected data from the underice surface, from the sea floor data would have tobe performed on the raw signal prior to detection and
processing. This would not be possible with the dataset supplied. (Note: Imagenex has recently supplied a
SCSI interface for a hard drive as an accessory to the processor. The raw signal data after some
preliminary filtering is available in a digital format, so that digital filtering could be applied. This digital
data is being used with a neural network to identify and discriminate reflections from different materials.)
DISCUSSION OF BEAUFORT SEA DATA
As discussed above, the range insonified by the transducer is a function of the height above the
sea floor. First we should consider the case of verydeep water. If the transducer is 2 metres above the sea
floor, then the sea floor that is insonified extends from directly below the transducer out to a range of 20 to
30 metres. The water column range will extend greater than 200 metres. There will be no acoustic returns
displayed until the acoustic pulse reflects from the bottom below the transducer (i.e. 2 metres) and then
returns will be displayed out to 20 to 30 metres. Beyond 30 metres, little or no returns will be displayed.
(Topographic returns beyond the 30 metre range, discussed above, will appear if the height if the object is
sufficient to allow the angle 8 to exceed the critical angle.) If the transducer is raised to 8 metres above the
bottom, the displayed data will be from 8 metres out to120 metres and the only data beyond 120 metres
will be from topographic targets. Now consider an ice-covered water surface with a 10 metre water depth
below the ice. If the transducer is mounted 2 metres above the bottom, (i.e. 8 metres below the ice
surface), then the data display from 2 metres to 30 metres will be from the sea floor, and the data display
from 8 metres to 120 metres will be from the underside of the ice. The two data sets are merged and
indistinguishable from 8 metres and beyond. The only data returned from the sea floor itself which can be
discriminated is that from 2 metres to 8 metres! If the transducer was raised so as to be 2 metres below the
underside of the ice, then the underside of the ice wouldbe displayed from 2 to 30 metres and the seafloor
would be displayed from 8 to 120 metres. This would meanthat the combined data for the underside of the
ice and the sea floor would be displayed from 8 to 30 metres, and the seafloor data would be displayed
from 30 to 120 metres. By selecting the ice hole location, successive scans would provide 100% coverage.
For the profiles of the underside of the ice, the transducer in the profile mode should be lowered
as close to the bottom as possible so that it images thelargest possible profile of the under-ice surface
features.
RECOMMENDATIONS
From the discussion of the data smear, it is evident that the suspension equipment for the
transducer, either in scanning or profile mode, must be rigid. Using ABS pipe to lower the transducer
assembly would provide a non-rotational platform. While theABS pipe may waver in the current due to its
flexibility, replacing the ABS pipe with a piece of aluminium pipe (e.g. electrical conduit) for the profiling

mode would reduce this. However, for inserting the unit close to the underside of the ice, a short length of
ABS pipe would be more than adequate.
Modifications to the acoustic beam havebeen carried out in thefield under certain conditions.
For example, in shallow water, thesonar can pick up the aidwater interface and if rough this can mask
targets on the sea floor. By mounting a piece of Neoprene diver’s wet suit material on the transducer, the
beam pattern can be modified so that theacoustic beam is deflected down from the surface, thus reducing
the interference. (Note that this assumes the transducer is on top of the unit and is mounted upright on the
support.)
Some data should be collected as raw data,either in the field or a test tank in order to test the
hypothesis of the higher frequency return from the underside of the ice. Ontario Hydro Technologies have
been carrying out experiments with McQuest’s unit to develop a neural network processor which can
discriminate between various solids which mightbe found at the intake to a Hydro facility. This work has
been done at anacoustic test tank inToronto and in the field.
The geometry of the equipment setup must be taken into account during field operations. The
height of the transducer, its orientation, and rigidity should be taken into account. Depending upon what is
to be imaged the distance away from the surface of interest must be altered as water depth, ice thickness, or
other factors influence.
When data is being recorded on DAT tape, the rangeshould be set to the maximum possible.
Replaying the DAT tape at shorter ranges after the field collection can provide detail which may not be
visible in the long range scan. The rotational speed should be set as slow as practical (it will take much
longer to record a complete scan at the slower speeds).
When data is replayed, the imageprocessing software should allow manipulation of the image.
The image should be able to be zoomed and manipulated. The colour of the returns should be able to be
selected, not to save ink when printing, but rather to portray the image in the best light for interpretation.
The attached colour printout is the same image displayed in the Sea Dragon report (Hole E), and it is
evident that more details can be observed.
CONCLUSIONS
The data set supplied is notrepresentative of what can be achieved using proper field techniques.
In other survey applications in the Great Lakes, the Irnagenexscanning sonar was used to discriminate
bottom morphology and lithology by interpretation of the sonar images. The equipment can successfully
discriminate granular material from silts and clays when used
properly.
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